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deck. (lpn/uAY 2oo8, MAY/,UNE 2012) Post-tensioned bridge d.ecks are generally composed which ducls have been cast in the r:equired positions'



of in-situ concrete



in



ww T-Beam



2Om


Voided Slab



zom


Box. SPan >3Om



Posi-tensioned Eridoe Decks When the concrete has acqqired sufficient streRgth, the tend@ns are thrqaded through the ducts andl tensioned by hydraulic jacks actingt against the ends of the mgmber. The ends of the tendons are then.anchored. Tendons are then bonded to thir concrete by injebting grout into the ducts a.fter the stressing has been completed. It is possible to use pre'casL concrete units whieh are post-tensioned together on site to form the bridge deck.



Generally



it is more eionomical to



use post-tensioned construction for



contihuous sructures rather than ih-situ rein'forced concrete at spans greater than 20 mbtres, lor slmply supported spans it may be economic to use a post-tensicned deqk
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2. Explain



the uses of Pigeaud's curyes.



(ApR/MAy 2oo8)



M. Pigeaud developed these curves which help to analysis and design RCC bridge deck. But these curyes are cumbersome to use since they involve lot of minute graphical works and interpolations. To use these curves in computer we need the equations, which could make the engineer'3 life a lot easier.



3. Why PSc bridges are used? Prestressed concrete is ideally suited for the construction of medium and long span bridges. Sotid stabs are used for the span range of 10 m to 20 m, While T beam slab decks are suitable for spans in the range of 20 m to 40m. Single or multicell box girders are preferred for large spans of the order of 30



mto70m. Prestressed concrete is ideally suited for long span of the order continuous bridges in which precast box gir:ders of var.ia.ble depth are qsed for spans exceeding 50 m.



4. Mention the advantages of prestressed concrete bridges. 2OO9, NOV/DEC 2011, NOV/DEC 2O1Z MAY/JUNE



(MAY/JUNE



2013)



1. High-slrength conc!"ete and high-tensile steel, besides being economical make foi'slender sections, rarhich are aesthetically superior. 2. Prestress€d concrete bridges can be designed as Class i type structures without any. tensile stiesses under service loads, thus resulting in a crack free structure, 3, In comparison with steel bridges, prestressed concrete br.idges require very little maintenance. 4. PSC is ideally suited for composite bridge construction in which precast prestressed. girders support the cast in-situ slab deck, 5.Sketch the neat diagram of pretensioned prestressed coricrete. bridge deck. (MAY/JUNE 2oo9, Nov/DEc zo]-[", MAY/JUNE 2012, Nov/DEc 2oL2, MAY/JUNE 2013)



Pre-tensioned Bridee DecI|s



Tr?es d beams in @mmon use are inverteC T-beams, M-beams and Y beams' and Inverted T-beams are generally used for spans betwee n 7 and 16 metres a the volds between the beams arc fllled wiLh ill-situ concrete thus forming solid deck. slab M-B€ams are used for sPans between 14 and 30 metres and have a thin d i>.fr, sDattnirqg between the toP flanges. The Y-beam was introduccd in



ItrIrlu*chthbo-



32 This lead to the production of an SY-beam which is used for. spans between and 40 metres.



6.sketchtheneatdiagramofcantilevermethodofconstructionof prestressed concrete bridges.



qe' .



5q.nent



"blcaoE 7. What are the methods for design'of deck sia'b? > This first depends on the method of dispersion of wheel load on the



siab and effective rvidth of slab to be considered for working out moments and ahear. The methods used for this are based on



> > >.



westerguard's method. Determination of effective width of slab for a singie concentrated load bver.a slab.simply supported at two ends; Determination of effective width of slab for a singlE concentrateci load piaced on a cantilever slab. Determination of effective width of slab area over: which the concentrated load is dispersed and coefficients to be used direction when slab is supported on four sides.
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8. Mention the components of design of composite girders? 1. Steel beam which may be a rolled joist or a built up section 2. Cast-in-situ reinforced concrete slab 3. Shear connections



/ Intermediate



beams:



1. One-fourth ofthe span ofthe



beam



2. 3.



Web thickness plus twelve time the least thickness of the slab' Centre of centre distance between beams.



1. 2. 3,



For edge beams: One-twelfth of the sPan Half web thickness plus six times the least thickness of slab' Half the distance to the adjoining beam'



r'



9. What are the types of brid'ges usuatty used in



r' /



Arch bridge Slab bridges



,/ ./



Open vreb girder bridges Suspension bridges Cable stayed bridges



PSC construction?



: 10, l^rhat are the concret€ bridges? Reinforcecj concrete and prestressed. concrete have been found most suited tbr the construction of high way bridges the former for small anci medium spans and latter for lolg spans. Reinforcement concrete ha9 been used on the railways up to 10 m span and prestress concrete up to 24m: In India but upio I



35 m in many outer countries.



11. Mention the design procedure for



bridges.



l



Deck tYPe bridges



. .



Main girders Concrete girders



12. What is the girder and slab type? In this the deck slab is supported on and cost monolithically with the



longitudinatlyglrdersandnocrossbeamisprovided.Thishasthe



disadvantages of providing no tensional rigidity and there.will be'always the danger of the girder tending to separate at the bottom level';



13. Mention the box girders dimensions specifications of IRC 21-2OOO.



fi ox Qt enec - npA+ EzotDAL 14. What are the codes referred to for design to the concrete bridges elements?



1. 2.



3.



IRC codes for concrete and prestressed composite bridges on Railways. IRC- 21-2000, standard specification and code of practice for road bridges section III cement concrete. IS 456-2000 Indian Standards specification and code of pr:actice for plain and reinforced concrete,



4. lS 5. 6.



432 - 1966 Indiari Standard specification for mild steel and medium tensile bars and hard drawn wire for concrete mix ior cement. IRC 18-2OOO, Design criteria for presir.essed concrete road bridges. ID 17BG -1966 Indian standard speiification for cold twisted sLeel birrs for conq!'ete reinforcenient tensile steel deformed bars concrete
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15. Sketch a neat diagram of generat arrangement of girders,



JqrtP 6tet ttq u; tim)



l)oLLoN ,LAB Cti b es ng



RCC as wett. as pSC
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List the advantages of prestressed concrete bridges.



(APR/MAY 2OO8)



Prestressed concrete is a method for overcoming concrete's natural weakness in tension. It can be used to produce beams, floors or bridges with a longer span thah is practical with ordinary reinforced concrete.



Prestressing tendons (generally of high tensile steel cable or rods) are used to pr.ovicle a clamping load .which produ.ces a compressive. stress that balances the tensile stress that the Concrete. compression member would otherwise experience due to a bending load' Traditional reinforced concrete is based on the use of steel reinforcement bars, rebars, inside poured concrete,



F F



> >



High-strength concr€te and high-tensile steel, besides' belng economical *ik. fo. slender sections, which are aesthetically superior' . . ' Prestressed concrete bridges can be designed as class I type structures without any tensile stresses under servicg loads, thus l'esultinq in a crack free structure" In comparison with little rhaintenance. PSC is ideally suited for composite bridge construction in which precast, prestressed girders support the cast.in-situ slab deck'



Explain the basic principle components of a bridge.structure in FSC construction



2.



Brldges



by, lor bridge



The cho'rceSetween a steel bridge and a concrete bridge (reinforced concrlte or prestressed concrete) is a basic decision to be taken at a preliminary design stage. Several factors influence this decision, for example:



. . . .



spans required execution processes local conditions Foundationconstraints'



G The decision should. be based on comparisons of:



. . .



structural behavior economic aspects aesthetics.



In comparirrg costs, both initial costs.and cosLs associated with maintenance dur.ing the life of the structure should be considered. The time required for execution, which in steel bridges is generally shorter than in prestressed concrete bridges, may also influence the decision.



In the past, concrete bridges could not compete with steel bridges for medium and long spans due to the lower efficiency (strenbth/dead load) of concrete solutions. . With the development of prestressed concrete it is not a straightforward decision .to decide between a concrete and a steel solution for medium span (about 40 to 100m) bridges. Even for long spans between 200 and 4OOm, where cable stayed .solutions are generally proposed, the chuice betweetr a concrete, steel or compgsite bridge superstructure is not an easy task' The choice between steel and a concrete sotrution is sometimes reconsidered following the contractors' bids to undertake the bridge works. Generally speaking, steel solutions may have the following advantages when bompared to aon.."t" solutlons:



. .



simpler erection procedures



Shorter'executiontime.



A disadvantage of steel when compared tO concrete is the maintenance cost for the. prbvention of corrosion. However it is now recognized that concrete bridges irlso have problems r:elating to maintenance, i.e. relating tq the effects of the corrosion of steel reinforcement on the durability of the structure.



I
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Although maintenance costs and aesthetics play a significant role in the design Suporetructro Bridgo deck



Dtrphlagm st pbl8 c.o.8br.a.ing at intE bq$.9o.r pirr.



vd!



The latter consists of the deck structure itself, which support the direct loads due to traffic and all the other permaneht.and variable leads to which the structure is subjected.



The connection between the substructure and the superstructure is usually made through bearings. However, rigid connections between the piers (and



particurarly in frame bridges with sometimes the abutments) may be adopted, tall (flexible) Piers' INTRODUCTION TO THE SUPERSTRUCTURE



It



between: is common in bridge terminology to distinguish



. .



The longitudinal structural system l'he transvei'se structural system '



.



basically threeidimensional should-be understood that bridge structures are basic systems fbr the sake of systems wlich are only split into these two analysis' ,naerrtunaing their behivior and simplifying structural may be one of the following types The longitudinal structural system of a br:idge



It



. . o . .



beam bridges frame bridges €rrch bridges cable staYed.bridges SusPension bridges'



10



Arches have played an important role in the history of bridges. Several outstanding examples have been built ranging from masonry arches built by the Romans to modern prestressed concrete or steel arches with spans reaching the order of 300m. The arch may work from below the deck, from above the deck or be intermediate to the deck level. The most convenient solution is basically dependent on the topography of the bridge site. )> In rocky gorges and good geotechnical conditions for the springing, an arch -both bridge of the type represented is usually an appropriate solution from the structural and aesthetic point of view. ) Arches work basically as a structure under compressive stress. The shape is chosen in order to minimize bending moments under permanent loads. The resultant force of the hormal stresses at each cross-section must remain within the central core of the cross:section in order to avoid tensile stresses in the arch. Arches are ideal structures to build in materials which are strong in compression but weak in tension, e.g. concrete. ) The ideal "inverted arch" in its simplest forrn is a cable. Coblcs arc adopted as principal structural elements in suspension bridges where the maih cable supports peffnanent and imposed loads on the deck. ! Good support conditions are i-equired to resist the anchorage forces cable; In the last few years, a simpler forrh of cable bridges has been the cable stayed bridge. > Cabte stayed bridges have been used for a ranQe of spans, generally between 100m and 500m, where the suspen"sion bridge is not an economical solution. -I'he range of spans for cable.stayed bridges is quite different from. the usual range of spans for suspension bridges - frcm 500m io 1500m. ) Cable stayed bridges may bg usqd with a deck made in concrete or in steel. Generally, cable stayed bridges are. designed with very slender decks which are "continuously" supported by the btays which are maCe of a number of strands of high strength steel. .Three main types of transverse structural system may be considered slab beam-slab (slab with cross-lirders) Box girders for longitudinal .structural system which contribute to the transverse structural system. Slab cross-sections are only adopted for small spans, generally below 25m, or where multiple girder.s.are used for the longitudinal str.uctural system, at spacing's of 3 - 4,5m. Beam-slab cross-sections are generally adopted for medium spans below 80m where only two longitudinal girders are provided. For large spans (> 100m), and also for some medium spans (40 - 80m), box girder sections are very convenient solutions leading to good structural behavior and aesthetically pleasing bridge structures. Box girders are used in prestressed concrete or in steel or.composite bridges. 7l



3.



bridge construction' Explain the details about steel bridges in PSC STEEL BRIDGES



Generat Aspects



.
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products b:::T:..-'"* During the;industrial revolution of 19th century. steei .o.pEtitir" and structural steet began: to be adopted for bridge construction'



Fromthenon,largetruss.bridgesandsuspensionbridgeswheredeveloped' adopted' Truss girders o, ur.h", buillby truss systems have been widely



Three basic tyPes ,



of



structural



elements



superstruciures:



. . .



Beam and Plate Girders Trirss Girders .Box. Girders,



t2



ale



adoPted



for



Diaphragms may be provided between the beams (transverse beams) to contribute to transverse load distribution and also'to lateral bracing, The top flanges of the beams have continuous lateral sgpport against buckling provided by the deck.



Figura



I



Plata girdsr btldgB with two girders with maximum span of 71m



Deck Systems



The steel plate is tongitudinally stiffened by ribs which may be of open or closed section. Transversally, the ribs are connected through the trangverse ..beams yielding a complex grillage system. where the main girdei-s, the steel plate, the ribs and the flooi' beams act together' (the. largest in Top flanges of box girders, e'g' in Niteroi bridge with a 3O0m span the world for a box girder bridge) or in the deck of cable stayed bridges or 13



suspensionbridgesliketheHumberbridgewithalightweightwearingsurfacegivefor very suitable a deck of ,"ry io* dead load which makes this type of solution long spans.



their initial cost and the The biggest disadvantagc oi orthotropic steel plate decks is However,.for box rnaintJnlnce required when compared to a simple concrete slab. niio"*,t. mdintenance d rnay be lower than for an open orthotropic deck.



E(D|.-thpresEessedconcreteinPSQconstructionwithbasic



EItdArq,ete -oDncrete is weak in tension in normal reinforced concrete dtstuction cracks develop in the tension zone at working loads and Erefure all concrete in tension is ignored in d€sign' kestressing involves inducing compressive stresses in the zone which will tend to. become tensile undei external loads. This compressive stress neutraliies the tensile stress so that no resultant tension exists, (or only very smaf l values, within the tensile strength of the concrete)' cracking is therefore eliminated under working load and all of the concrete may be assumed effective in carrying load. Therefore lighter sections may be used to carry a given bending moment, and prestressed concr€te may be used over rnuch longer spans than reinforced concrete' The prestressing force also reduces the magnitude of the principal tensile stress in the web so that thin-rvebbed I - sections may be used without the ,i.k ur aiagonul tension failures and with further savings in self weight' The prestressing force has to be produced by high tensile steel; and it. is necessary to' use high quaiity concrete to resist the higher compressive stresses that are develoPed'. There are two methods of prestressihg conCrete:



I' sb



. .'



Pre-castPre-tensioned Pre-cast Post-tensioned. Both methods involve terrsioning cables inside anchoriqrg the stressed cables to the concr€te.



a



c.oncrete beam and then



I



1) Pretensioned Beams Stage I Tendons and reinforcement are positioled in the beam mould, Stage 2 Tendons are stressed to about 7Oo/o of their ultimate strength.



Stage 3 Concrete is cast into the beam mould and allowed to cure to the required initial strength.



Stage 4 when the concrete has cured the stressing force is released and the tendons anchor themselves in the concrete.



2).Post-tensioned Beams



,:



Strusl ..-.''.



Stage 1 re beam mouici. The ducts are usually raised towards the neutral axis at the.ends to reduce the eccentricity of



' Stage 2 concrete is iast into the beam mould and allowed to cure to the required initial



Stage 3 Tendons are tireaded through the cable ducts and tensioned to ahout 70olo of their ultimate strengrth.



Stage 4 wedges are inserted into the end anchorages and the tensioning force on the tendons is released. Grout is then pumped. into the duAs to protect the tendons. Loss of Prestress When the concreE a serhs d are:



furce is released and the tendons are anchored to the



eftcts result in a loss of stress in the tendonsl rhe



15



effects



a. b. c. d.



f.



relaxation of the steel tendons elastic deformation of the concrete shrinkage and creep of the concrete slip or movement of the tendons at the anchorages during anchoring other causes in special circumsfances, such as when steam curing is used with pre-tensiooit!9. Total t@ -r presess can amount to about 3oo/o of the initial tensioning



str€ss.



-



..}d--drrllLert O[rGil FadiE b to make decks integral



with the abutments. The objective is t -ril E use of Jolnts over abutments and piers. Expansiorl joints are prone b, E ad allow the ingress of de-icing salts into the bridge deck and clrdrrrrrre. In general all bridges are made ..continuous over intermediate rrFdts and decks less than 60 metres long with skews not exceeding 30o are rEde integral with their abutments.



Open Side Span with Bank Seats



Solid Side Span with Full Height Abutments Usually the narrow bridge is cheaper in the open abutrnent form and the



wiCe



bridge is cheaper in the solid abutment form, The exact transition point between the two types depends very much on the geometry and the site of the particular bridge. In most cases the open abutment solution has a better appearance and is less intrusive on the general flow of the ground contours and for these reasons is to be preferred. It is the cosb of the wing walls when related to the deck cost which swings the balance of cost in favor of the solid abutment solution for ivldei' bridges. However the wider bridges with solid abutments produce a tunneling effect and costs have to be considered in conjunction with the pi-opei' f'unciioning of the structure where fast traffic is passing beneath. Solld abutments for narrow bridges should only be adopted where the open abutment solutlon is not possible. In the case of wide bridges the open



16



\



abutment solution is to be preferred, but there are many cases where economy must be the overriding consideration.



Design Considerations Loads transmitted by the bridge deck onto the abutment are:



i. ll. iii. iv.



Vertical loads from self weight of deck Vertical loads fr orrr live loading conditions Horizontal loads from temperature, creep movements etc and wind Horizontal loads from braking and skidding effects of vehicles.



These loads are carried b-y the. bearings which are seated on the abutment bearing platform. The horizontal loads may be reduced by dependirtg on the coefficient of friction of the bearings at the movement joint in the structure. Howevei, the full braking effect is to be taken, in either direction, on top of the abutment at carriageway level, In addition to the structure loads, a horizontal pressure exertecl by the fill material againsl the abutment walls is to be considered, Also a vertical loadlng from the weigltl ,rl' Lhe fill acts: i.rir Llte footing. Vehicle loads at the rear'of the abutments are considered by applying a suriharge load on the rear of thri wall.' For certain. short single span structures it is possible to use the bridge deck to prop the two abutments apart. This entaits the abutment wall being designed as a pioppea caniilever.



Design considerations



a.' b. c.



the elastomeric bearing allows the deck to translate and rotate, but also resists loads in the longitudiial, transverse and vertical directions. Loacis are developed, and movement is accommodated by distortirig the elastomeric pad. Plane sliding



Sliding bearings usually consist of a low friction



polymer, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), sliding against a metal plate. This bearing does not accommodate rotatibnal rnovbment in the longitudinal or transverse



directions and only resists loads



d,



:



Elastomeric



in the vertical direciion. Longitudinal



or



transverse loads can be accommodated by providing mechanical keys. The keys resist movement, and loads in a direction perpendicular to the keyway.



Roller Large longitudinal movements can be accommodated by these bearings, but vertical loads only can generally. be resisted. 17



The designer has to assess the maximum and minimum loads that the deck will exert on the bearing together with the anticipat€d mov€ments (translation and rotation). Bearing manufacturers will. supply a suitable bearing to meet the -l FirEd SEedng designers' requirements. {$ Sli.ding Bli ng Bearings are a'rranged to allow the deck to @ sra4 clilEd &adng expand and contract, but retain the deck in Effir; its correct nosition on ihe substructure. A 'rixed' eeaiing does not allow translational '€ movement. 'sliding Guided' Bearings are provided to restrain the deck in all rEirn-hdELmr translational elirecLions except in a radlal direction from the flxed bearing. This allows the deck to expandrand contract freely. 'Sliding' Bearings are provided for vdrtical support to the deck only.



ffi



Choice of Deck Making the correct choice of deck will depend on many factors, Use the links below to find out about each type,



!



t



Preliminary Design Making the correct choice of bridge deck type. Reinforced Concrete Prestressed uomposrte Steel Box Girder Steel Truss Cable Stayed Susperrsion



Concrete



.



Pieliminary Desidn In selecting the coirect bridge type it is necessary to find a structure that will perform its required fuhction and present an ac-ceptable appearance at the least cost, Decisions taken at preliminary design stage will influence the extent to whlch the actual structure approximaies to the ideal, but so will decisions taken at detailecl design stage. Consicleration of each of the ideal iharacteristics in turn will give some indication of the importance of preliminary bridge design.



Safety. The ideal structure must not coltapse in use. It must :be capable of carrying the loading required of it with the appropriate factor of safety. This L ,o.e 18



significant at detailed design stage as generally any sort of preliminary design can be made safe.. b.



d.



Serviceability. The ideal structure must not suffer tiom local deterioration/failure, from excessive deflection or vibration, and it must not intcrfere with sight lines on roads above or below it. Detailed design cannot correct faults induced by bad



preliminary design. Economy. The structure must make minimal deniands on labour ahd capital; it must cost as little as possible to build and maintain. At preliminary design stage it means choosingthe-rig,ht-types of material for the major elements of the structure, and arranging lhese in'the right form.



Appearance. The structure must be pleasing to look at. Decisions about form and materials are made at preliminary design stage; the sizes of individual members are finalized at detailed design stage. The preliminary design usually settles the appearance of the bridger



1.



A span to depth: ratio of 2O will Construction depths. 2. Continuity over supports



i. ii.



3.



iii. i.



.Reduces number of expansion joints. Reduces maiimum bending moments and hence construction depth or the material used. Increases sensitivity to differentiai settiement. Factcrr, ma.de units



Reduces the need for soffit shuttering or scaffolding; useful when headioom is restricted or access is difficult. il. Redu.ces site work which is weather: dependent. iii. Dependent on delivery dates by specialist manufactures. iv. Speciatsterrd to be expensiv6. v. Special .perrhission needed to transport units of more than Zgm long on the hig



4. t.



length of the structure the embankment, retaining may be reduced, but the deck costs will increase; 5.



Substructure



79



wa



and abutment costs



i.



including appraisal of The structure should be considered as a whole' piled foundations piers, abutments and foundations' Alternative designs for of a structure by up to should be investigated; piling can increase the cost 2Oo/o



'



costi no a n [email protected] apparelltly viable The preliminary aesig?lrocess will produce' several schemes. The procedure from this point is to:



a. Estimate the major quantities' any ii. Appty unit price rates - they need not be up to date but should reflect



iii.



differential variatlons. Obtain Prices for the schemes'



m.ethod of The final selection will be based on cost and aesthetics' This will be the costing assumes that the scheme with the minimum. volume unusual' cneaplst, and will be true if the.structure is not particularly



decks are Ttte three most common types of reinforced concrete bridge



Voided Stab



Beam and Slab



20



:



Analvsis of Deck For decks with skew less than 25o a simple unit strip method of analysis is generally satisfactory, For skews greater than 25o then a' grillage or finite element method of analysis will be required. Skew decks develop twisting moments in the slab which become more significant with higher skew angles. Computer analysis will produce values for Mx, My and Mxy where Mxy represents the twisting moment in the slab. Due to the influence of this twisting moment, the most economical way of reinforcing the slab would be to place the reinforcing steel in the direction of the principal moments. However these directions vary over the slab and



two directions have to be chosen in which the reinforcing bars should lie, Wood and Armer have developed equations for the moment of resistance to be provided in two predetermined directions in order to resist the applied moments Mx, My and Mxy.



P(estreqsed qoircrete. Decks There are two types of deck using prestressed concrete:



The term pre-tensionin-g is used to describe a method of prestressing in which the tendons are tensioned before the.concrete is placed, and the prestress is



concrete when suitable cube strength is reached. Posi-tensioning is a method of prestressing in which the tehdon is tensioned after the concrete hai reached a suitable strength. The tendons are an€hored against the hardened concrete immediately after



transierred



to the



prestressing. There are thrce concepts invoiveci in the deiign of prestr. e sed concrete: t.



.



Prestressing transiorms concrete into ari eiastic material. By applying this concept concr€te may be regar.ded as an- elastie rnateria!, and-nray be-treated as such for design at normal working loads. From this concept the ciiterion of no tensile stresses in the concrete was evolved. In an economically designed Simply supported beam, at the critical section, the bottom fibre stress under dead load and prestress should ideally be the maximum allowable stress; and under dead load, live load and prestress the stress. should be the minimum allowable stress. Therefore under dead load and prestress, as the dead load moment reduces towards the support, and then the prestress moment will have to reduce accordingly to avoid exceeding the permissible stresses. In post-tensioned 27



T



!



structures this may be achieved by curving the tendons, or in pre-tensioned structures some of the prestr€ssing strands may be deflecttsd or de-bonded near the support. Prestressed concrete is to be considered as a cornbination of steel and concrete with the steel taking tension and concrete compression so that the two materials fuim a resisting couple against the.external moment. (Anaiogous to reinforced cqrcrete concepts). This concept is utilized to determine the ultirnate strength of prestressed beams. kestuessing is used to achieve load balancing..It is possible to arr.ange the Endons to produce an upward load which batances the downward load due to say, dead load, in which case the concrete would be in uniform compression.



6. ftib



technical notes on )Pre-stressed PSC bridge decks > Post


DForces



to be considered in pSC bridges.



Pr€-sbessed PSC bridge decks Precast prestressed concrete deck panels are widely used in the construction of bridges kr the United States. A 1982 survey of the State Highway Departments by the PCI Bridge Committee showed that 21 states. use the panels regularly and another seven states were trying the method through bidding options or were develgping details priqr to trial projects. The panels are used as a composite part. of the completed deck, They replace the main bottom (positive moment) transveiie deck reinfoicement and also serve as a form surface fcr the cast-in-place concrete upper larier that contains the top of deck (negative moment) rEinforcement. The use' of precast panels has proven to be both econoniical and convenient. Generally, when a deck is cast in place for its fult depth, timber forms must be installed and later removed. This is expensive, time consuming and in many locations causes safety concerns to roadway traffic of pedestrians under them cunstruction, On high level crossings, placing and removing deck slab forms is a safety concern to the workers.



Frinciple of Prestressing The function of prestrbssing is to place the concrete stiucture under compression in thosb regions where lo6d causes tensile stress. Tension caused by the loid will first have to cancel the compression induced by the .prestressing before it can crack the concrete. Figure shows a plainly reinforced concrete simple-span bdam and fixed cantilever beam cracked under applied. load. Figure shows the same unloaded .: . -f-22



't



beams with prestressing forces appried by stressing high strength tendons. By placing the prestressing low in the simple-span beam and high in the cantilever beam, compression is induced in the tension zones; creating upward camber. Figure shows the two prestressed beams after loads have been'applied. The loads cause both the simple-span beam and cantilever beam to deflect down, creating tensile stresses in the bottom of the sirnple-span bearn and top of the cantilevei beam. The Bridge Designer balances the effects of load and prestressing in such a way that tension from the loading is compensated by compression induced by the prestressing. Tension is eliminated under.the combination of the two and tension cracks are prevented. Also, construction materials (concrete and steel) are used more efficiently; optimizing materials, construction effort and cost.
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Comparison of Reinforced and prestressed Concrete Beams



in



two the



Post-Tensioning Operation



)



compressive forces are induced in a concrete structure by tensioning steel tendons of strands or bars placed in ducts embedded in the concrete. Thb tendons are installed after the concrete has been placed and sufficiently cured to a prescribed initial compressive strength. 23



> A hydraulic jack is attached to one or both ends of the tendon and ;



pressurized to a predbtermined value while bearing against the end of the concreta beam. This induces a predetermined force in the tendon and the tendon elongates elastically under this force. After jacking to the full, required force, the force in the tendon is transferred from the jack to the end anchorage. Tendons made up of strahds are secured by steel wedges that grip each strand and seat firmly in a wedge plate. The wbdge plate itself cbrries all the strands and bears on a steel anchorage. The anchorage may be a simpre steer bearing prate or may be a speciar casting with two or three concentric bearing surfaces that transfer the tendon force to the concrete. Bar tendons are usually threaded and anchor by means of spherical nuts that bear against a square or rectangular bearing plate cast into the concrete. For an expranation of post-tensioning terminorogy and acronyrns, see Appendix A. After stressing, protruding strands or bars of permanent tendqns are cut off using a-n abrasive disc saw, Flame cutting should not be used as it negatively affects the characteristics of the prestressing steel, Approximately 20mm trs1o in) of strand,is left to protrude from wedges or a certain minimum bar length is left beyond the nut of a bar anchor. Tendons are then grouted using a cementitious based grout, This grout is pumped through a-g.rout inlet into the duct by means of b grout pump, crouting is done carefully rinder controlled condiiions using grout oufl'ets io ensure ihat the duct anchqrage and grout caps are completely filled-
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What are the general aspects of, prestressed concrctc bridgcs and its advantages over RC hridges? (MAY/JUNE 2or3)



Prestressed concrete is a method for overcoming concrete's natural weakness in tension. It can be used to produce beams, floors or bridges with a longer span than is practical with ordinary reinforced concrete. Prestressing tendons (generally of high tensile steel cable or rods) are used to provide a clamping load which produces a compressive stress that balances the tensile stress that the concrete compression member would othenarise g;perience due to a bending load, Traditional reinforced concrete is based on the use of steel reinforcement bars, rebars, inside poured concrete.



1. High-strength concrete and high-tensile steel,. besides being economical



2, 3.



4.



'



make for slender sections, which are aesthetically superior. Prestieised concrete bridges can be designed as Class 1 type structures without any tensile stress-es under'servicJ loads, thus resulting in a crack : free structure. In comparison witlr steel bridges, prestressed concrete bridges require yery PSC is idea'lii suited for composite bridge construction' inl which precast prestressed girder:s support the cast in-situ slab deck



Prestrbssed concrete is ideally suited for the cohstruction of medium and long span bridges. Solid slabs are used for lhs sp6n range of 10 m to 20 m. While T bearn slab decks are suitable for spans in the range of 20 m to 40m. Single or multiceli box girders are preferred for large spans of the oider of 30 m to 70 m.



Prestressed concrete iS ideally suite.d for long span of . the or.dei coniini;ous .used bridges in which precast box girders of variable depth are for Spans exceeding 50. m.
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9, Explain the process of cantilever method of construction of psc bridge with sketches. (ApR/MAy 2oo& Nov/DEc 2012) (NET)



/



Precast segmental construction for prestressed concrete bridges has been widely used in the world. This method has many advantages, such as qualityguaranteed standard precast segments, fast'speed constr.ucLiofl time and the least site work. Lots of prestressed concrefe hridges in the world were built by precast segmental construction method in recent 20 years Although more and more precast segmental bridges have been successfully built in china, this construction method is still relatively new, one reason is that the precise control of the dimenqi-gns of the bridge makes the construction much more complicated. *-" Another reason is that the precast segmental construction method, originated from the contractor system, i.os not we folrowed iri time by design codes. This construction method even well influen.cgg the structural design including the profiies of internar and externar pilstressing tendons, the detair dimensions of segments and the arrangem6nts of segments and deviators, etc. Due to these reasons, lack of the regardini specified design codes usually causes owners and even designers to hesitate to- use this construction method. A cantilever bridge is a bridge built using cantilevers, structures that project horizontally into space, supported on onry one end. For: small footbridges, ihe cantilevers may be simple beams; horvever, large cantilever bridges dlsigned to handle road or rail traffic use trusses buirt from structurar iteet, oiuox girders built from prestressed concrete. The steel truss cantilever bridge was a major engineering bgeakthrough when first put into practice; as it can soan distances-ofover-1,500 r""i tiec'ri, and can be more easily constructed at difficuit crossings by virtue or using little or no falsework. Back (or Anchor) Span



Main Span



Suspended
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Back (or Anchor)
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A common way to construct steel truss and prestressed concrete cantilever spans is to counterbalance each cantilever arm with another cantilever arm projecting the cipposite direction, forming a balanced cantilever; when they attach to a solid foundation, the counterbala ncing arms are called anchor



/



Thus, in a bridge built on two foundation .piers, there are four cantilever arms: two which span the obstacle, and two anchor arms which ext-end away from the obstacle. Becausej of the need for more strength at the balanced cantilever's supports, the bridge supeistructure often takes the form of towers above the foundation pier.s, The Commodore Barry Bridge is an example of this type of cantilever bridge. Steel truss cantilevers suflfrort loads by tension of the upper rnembers and



/



r' v/



arms.



Commohly, the structure distributes the tension via the anchor arms to the outermost supports, while the compression is carried to the foundations beneath the central towers. Many truss cantilever bridges use pinned joints and are therefore statitally determinate with no members carrying mixed loads' Prestressed. concrete balanced cantitever bridges are often'bullt using. segmental construction.



10. State and explain the forces to be considdred in (MAY/JUNE 2oL2) te



PSC brldges.



Currently the prediction and the control of pre;tressing force and camber are designed deterministically in the design ofcable stayed bridges or prestressed concrete bridges, However, the variation of qualities of materials and external loads have diff€rent types of probabilistic distributions. which couid make acicjitlonal error in the prediction and the control of errors'



Therefore, the uncertainties in the resistance and loads should have



to



be



To develOp a probabilistlc risk assessment techniilue in prestressed concrete box girder railway bridges, the important random variables are determined by a analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method, which are. selected for the risk assessment of the target PSC box girder bridge constructed by a MSS rnethod.



t The limit staie functions are determined to investigate the risk of tensile cracks in upper and lower flange concrete, iust after the moving of scaffolding, and the risks of the prestressing loss at each construction stage. For composing the implicit limit state funct ion, Response surface Method (RsM)



is selected to evaluate the reliability of the implicit limit states of



complex structures. The basic RSM could diverge dependlng on the nonlinearity of the limit states. For the improved convergence, iterations are performed to find the more probable failure . points, which are closer to the limit states by updating design matrix, the input data to compose the response surfuces of considered systems. For maximizing the adaptation of RSM, a diagonal weighting matrix is used, which accelerates the n;, convergence of. reliability. Accordingly in the target pSC Railway Bridge, the linear adaptive welghted rrisponse surface method combined with advanced fiist order second moment method have been used for the: evaluation of reliabilities of the considered limit states. consequently, risk assessments have been perfoimed for the limit states of the response of the target bridge, as a resistance term uslng the ultimaie stress and prestress loss with the load term using the rupture stress and expected prestress loss, based on the Korean design ipEcifications and AcI specification for each construction stages bf psc box girder Lridges built by Movable Scaffolding Method.
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